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The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922929.
Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that
covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both accounting
and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that
can be applied across business fields. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student.
Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on emerging accounting
knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business processes. Students are
immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over
rote memorization.
Strategies AND techniques for getting the most out of A COMPANY'Sphysical assets Accounting for Fixed Assets, Second Edition
presents comprehensiveguidelines for effectively managing property, plant, and equipmentin order to get the maximum benefits
out of investments in theselong-term tangible assets. Enhanced with numerous examples andillustrations, this new edition features
essential material ongovernment accounting, not-for-profit accounting, and practicalcomputer programs. Complete, up-to-date
coverage of fixed-asset accountingincludes: * Asset classification * Base unit * Asset value * Asset safeguards * Inventories of
fixed assets * Extraordinary repairs * Written policies * Self-constructed assets
Get the most comprehensive coverage of the FASB Codification and the latest FASB updates in a single volume Wiley GAAP
2018: Interpretation and Application of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles is a thorough study and analysis of all US
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) set forth in the pronouncements of the FASB (Financial Accounting Standards
Board) Codification. All topics are explained with relevant terminology and practice-oriented real world examples. Each chapter is
composed of a discussion of perspectives and issues, definitions of terms, concepts, rules, and examples. US GAAP is constantly
being updated, and its users require expert interpretation and explanation of the relevant principles. This book provides the most
comprehensive coverage of each Codification topic. It contains clear, user-friendly guidance on every pronouncement. Fully up-todate with all the latest changes, including those to inventory, financial instruments, revenue, and leases Includes more real-world
examples and illustrations than competing titles Arranged according to the FASB Codification, all topics are referenced to the
Codification Wiley GAAP 2018 renders GAAP more understandable and accessible for research and is designed to reduce the
amount of time and effort needed to solve accounting research and implementation issues, making it the best go-to source for
CPAs and others working in accounting.
Our objectives were to determine whether the property, plant, and equipment account and associated depreciation accounts on
the FY 1993 financial statements were presented fairly in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. We were also
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to evaluate the internal control structure for the accounts and to assess compliance with applicable laws and regulations for those
transactions and events that have a direct and material effect on the accounts.
A succinct, yet highly informative guide to IPSAS and their application IPSAS Explained provides a concise summary of the International
Public Sector Accounting Standards for practitioners needing to maintain compliance with ever-changing practices. Comprehensively updated
to align with newly-accepted standards in key subject areas and including the latest iteration of the framework and improvement projects, this
guide distills each standard into a useful and accessible format. Coverage of each IPSAS includes a brief overview of the basic principles
behind it, as well as charts, graphs and tables that provide information at a glance. Updated material includes discussion of the new IPSASB
governance structure, including the Public Interest Committee and Consultative Advisory Group, as well as information on the current
Exposure Drafts and the changes forthcoming from the Improvements Project. New sections on First-Time Adoption of Accrual Basis IPSAS,
new consolidation standards and Service Performance Reporting bring practitioners completely up to date to help ensure full compliance.
Locate relevant IPSAS quickly and easily Get up to date on newly adopted standards Deepen conceptual understanding with graphical
representations Understand the operations of the IPSASB, as well as new and ongoing projects The International Public Sector Accounting
Standards Board is engaged in the ongoing process of bringing public sector accounting in line with the IPSAS, which largely align with the
IFRS model: where an IFRS exists, it is either adopted directly or adjusted to be suitable for the public sector; where no relevant IFRS exists,
the IPSASB issues an IPSAS. IPSAS Explained condenses and clarifies each IPSAS, providing context, background and practical guidance
to help practitioners find the answers they need to comply.
The most comprehensive guide to FASB Codifications, updated with the latest pronouncements Wiley GAAP 2020 is the essential resource
for US GAAP implementation. Covering all codifications by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) - including the latest updates this book provides clear explanations and practical examples for real-world application of these dynamic guidelines. Each chapter includes
relevant sources of GAAP and expert guidance on interpretation, terminology, relevant concepts, and applicable rules, while in-depth
discussion on the issues surrounding specific pronouncements offers informative perspective for a variety of scenarios. Staying up-to-date
with constantly-evolving guidelines is a challenge. Wiley GAAP 2020 provides the guidance, insight, and perspective accounting
professionals need to ensure accurate and up-to-date GAAP implementation.

The overall audit objective was to determine whether the property, plant, and equipment accounts in the FY 1996
Defense Business Operations Fund consolidated financial statements were presented fairly in accordance with the "other
comprehensive basis of accounting" described in Office of Management and Budget Bulletin No. 94-01, "Form and
Content of Agency Financial Statements, November 16,1993. For this portion of the audit, we reviewed the FY 1996
balances in the MTMC property, plant, and equipment accounts. We also assessed management controls as they
applied to the overall audit objective. The MTMC attempted to improve its reporting of property, plant, and equipment
values for the FY 1996 Defense Business Operations Fund financial statements. To that end, MTMC reconciled logistics
records with financial records, noted changes, and reported the changes to the Defense Finance and Accounting
Service. However, $183 million of the $387 million reflected in the property, plant, and equipment accounts was not
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supported by documentation. Also, $73.3 million ($61.5 million in additions and $ 11.8 million in decreases) of corrections
to reported property, plant, and equipment values, constituting a net financial statement error of $49.7 million, were not
processed by the Defense Finance and Accounting Service. As a result, the MTMC property, plant, and equipment
accounts were materially misstated, and inaccurate financial data could be used to make management decisions.
The primary objective of the audit was to determine whether the property, plant, and equipment accounts on the FY 1996
Consolidated Financial Statements of the Defense Business Operations Fund were presented fairly in accordance with
the other comprehensive basis of accounting described in Office of Management and Budget Bulletin No. 94-01, Form
and Content of Agency Financial Statements," November 16, 1993. A subobjective was to evaluate whether the DLA
implemented corrective actions recommended by previous Inspector General, DoD, reports on the capitalization and
reporting of its property, plant, and equipment. We also assessed management controls and compliance with laws and
regulations as applicable to the audit objective.
This is the first in a series of reports from our audit of the Property, Plant, and Equipment Accounts in the FY 1996 Financial
Statements of the Defense Business Operations Fund. The Air Mobility Command is a subordinate command of the U.S.
Transportation Command. In 1987, the Secretary of Defense established the U.S. Transportation Command as a unified command
to integrate global air, land, and sea transportation. The Air Mobility Command is the largest component of the U.S. Transportation
Command. The Air Mobility Command's mission is to air lift passengers and cargo for DoD and other authorized users. In FY
1996, the Air Mobility Command was expected to generate $2.4 billion in revenue, which represented over half of the U.S.
Transportation Command's $4 billion in expected revenue. In the beginning balance for FY 1996 Defense Business Operations
Fund financial statements, the Air Mobility Command reported $ 1.1 billion of Property, Plant, and Equipment. The objective of this
part of the audit was to determine whether the Air Mobility Command and the Defense Finance and Accounting Service Denver
Center took sufficient action to improve the accuracy of the amounts that the Defense Business Operations Fund financial
statements showed for the Air Mobility Command's property, plant, and equipment.
Explains such intermediate-level accounting topics as the elements of financial statements, business income statement
components, cashflow, current and noncurrent asset tracking, and debt and equity analysis.
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